Reusable plastic packaging. And then some.

Custom
Dunnage Trays
Durable, versatile, reusable
dunnage solutions

Robinson Industries was the inventor
of reusable plastic pallets. Since we
made our first more than 50 years
ago, we’ve continued to look
for new ways to use molded plastic
to improve the efficiency of storage
and logistics.
We’re specialists in the design and
manufacture of pallets, packaging and
dunnage through single- or twin-sheet
thermoforming or injection molding of
a variety of plastic materials. With our
industry-leading expertise, Robinson
Industries can develop a solution that
will help streamline your operations.

Because they increase the efficiency of manufacturing and processing and help
protect parts from damage, the right dunnage containers can make a major
contribution to your bottom line. Robinson Industries has five decades of experience
in developing packaging solutions for a wide variety of industries.
All custom plastic packaging is
engineered to meet the rigorous
demands of your business, and include
the features you need:

Thermoformed tray with
molded slots to maintain
parts in fixed position.

• Material
• Size
• Color
• Shape
• Weight
• Lids
• Straps
• Stacking
• Nesting

Thermoformed tray contains
individual black polyurethane
inserts to stabilize and protect a
machined aluminum part.
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The Leader in Plastic Industrial Packaging

Custom tray used to stack layers of
parts inside a straight-wall tote.

Benefits of Plastic
Packaging
In nearly every measure, polyethylene
and polypropylene outperform wood
pallets and crates.
• Reusable
• Longer life-cycle
• Lighter in weight
• Don’t harbor pests or bacteria,
making them ideal for shipping
agricultural, pharmaceutical and
healthcare products
• Don’t decay in wet climates and
offer protection from moisture

Robinson Industries was the first company to
produce plastic pallets. In an effort to meet our
customers’ needs, we’re always among the
first to adopt new technology. Injection molding
and structural foam are some of the ways
we’ve embraced new technology to create new
packaging options.
That technology is backed by our industryleading experience in every step of product
development — from concept, through
engineering and design to pattern-making,
tooling and production. Pair that with the
expertise we’ve built from decades of serving
nearly every industry’s packaging and dunnage
needs and you have the perfect one-stop shop.

Thermoformed wheel pack trays allow
compact, stable stacking of wheels while
protecting them from damage.

That combination of experience, expertise and
design and production capability make us the
perfect partner to tackle your toughest shipping
and storage needs.

Single-sheet thermoformed tray conforms to
shape of cylindrical part, preventing movement
and damage.

Efficiency, Durability, Sustainability
Black dunnage tray with white polyurethane
inserts to cradle polished and precisionmachined components.

Do you need to increase the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of your logistics? Tap into our
decades of experience in industrial packaging
and storage solutions. Contact one of our experts
to find the solution that delivers for you:
sales@robinsonind.com or 877-465-4055.

Custom tray cradles long, thin shaft of
components to prevent damage.
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